The shuffling problem is discussed as the asymptotic behavior of random walks on finite groups. We give a new characterization for asymptotic equidistribution of such random walks in terms of representations of the group. As applications, we characterize perfect groups and consider random walks on classical Weyl groups.
§ 1. Introduction and Main Results
A set 5 is shuffled by successive random actions. Taking a group G acting on S and a probability measure ft on G, we let elements of G act on S successively and independently in the frequency controlled by fjt. G should act transitively on S to shuffle the whole of S. Thus a pair (G, p) defines a shuffling rule of S.
Let us give a rigid definition in terms of random variables. Let X lf X 2 , ••• be G-valued independent random variables with the same distribution fjt. Put X 0 =e (=the identity element of G) a.s. We call their product W n =X n X n -i~-XiX 0 a left random walk on G generated by p. The mapping W n : S->S gives an n times shuffle of S. In this setting, shuffling rule (G, //) is considered to 'work weir if and only if the distribution of W n , which is equal to /** n (n-fold convolution of p), tends to the uniform distribution on G as H->OO. We thus concern ourselves with asymptotic behavior of infinite convolution of probabilities on G. We can set up the following two questions.
Question (A) When does shuffling rule (G, /*) work well? Question (B) Then, how many times shuffle should we repeat to reach a sufficiently shuffled condition?
In this note we give a comprehensive answer to Question (A) in the case where G is a finite group. Although this problem is already treated in the pioneering work due to Kawada-Ito [8] and Heyer [6] , we give here a new characterization in terms of representations of G (Theorem 1). This characterization enables us to understand a relation between the extent of noncommutativity of G and the shuffling effect by G. As an application of this result, we characterize perfect groups by means of asymptotic behavior of random walks on them (Theorem 2). Question (B) is deeper than (A). Solutions are given in some concrete models, in which interesting cut-off phenomena are discovered. See Aldous-Diaconis [1] and Diaconis [3, 4] . (4) is due to Kawada-Ito [8] and (1)<^(2)^(4) is in Heyer [6] Chapter n . In many cases, however, our condition (5) is a convenient criterion for asymptotic equidistribution. See Proposition 1 in Section 3. It seems that (4) is sometimes confused with (4'). Even if supp fj> is contained in a proper coset, p does not necessarily generate a periodic random walk.
As an application of Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem. A finite group G is called a perfect group if G=G' (the commutator subgroup of G). Perfect groups have strong noncommutativity.
Theorem 2. G is a perfect group if and only if every irreducible random walk on G is asymptotically equidistributed.
The proof is given in Section 2. § 2. Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 1
We discuss only left random walks. Notations in Section 1 are freely used. Proof of (5)=K1) is divided into four steps. We show the L 2 (G)-norm of fj* n -m converges to 0 as n->oo.
Lemma 1. For probabilities p and v on G, supp (
[
Step 1] Using Facts 1), 2), 3), we have
Let r(-) and || • || denote the spectral radius and the operator norm respectively. Since p. is a probability and r is unitary, we have [ Step 2] We show that trace (/3(r) n /2(r)* n )->0 as n-»oo if r(/2(r))<l. Since /2(rri| 2 and Hm MW-H^^K/l we can take d (r(/Kr))<<5<!) such that, for n^N+ large enough, trace (/2(r) n / (-^0 as n->oo).
Step 3] We show that rf-=l if r(/2(r))=l. Let V be the representation space of r. r(/2(r))=l implies 3^eC and 3v^V such that U|=l, IMI = 1 and fi (r) Remark. Unless <supp^> = G, condition (5) gets strictly weaker than (4). In fact, we have only to take a perfect, but not simple, group G and probability /j supported by a proper normal subgroup of G.
Proof of Theorem 2 [
Step 1] Let G be perfect. Since # {one-dimensional character of G} = \G: G'\=l, G has no nontrivial one-dimensional characters. Hence, Theorem 1 (1)=3(5) and Lemma 2 show that every irreducible random walk is asymptotically equidistributed.
Step 2] Let G be not perfect. Since G/G' is a nontrivial abelian group, we have 3A: abelian group and 3C: nontrivial cyclic group such that G/G' -A@C. Let TT: G->G/G' be the canonical homomorphism. Then n~lA<\G 9 K~1Â G. Since G/jc^A^nG/A^C, we can take t^G such that coset tic' 1 A generates G. Thus, letting supp^-tK~lA, we see from Theorem 1 (1) <=> (4) and Lemma 2 that ^ generates an irreducible random walk which is not asymptotically equidistributed.
• §3. Some Results and Examples
Supplementary Results
Theorem 1 tells us the following fact. Corollary 1. Let G be a finite group and p a probability on G such that suppose. Then every irreducible random walk generated by p is asymptotically equidistributed.
To let e act is just to do nothing. It may be less efficient to do shuffling busily without any pauses.
Next we prove the assertion mentioned at Remark 3 in Section 1. By virtue of Theorem 1 we can check asymptotic equidistribution of random walks on a group whose one-dimensional characters we know well. Let us here mention, as a natural extension of random walks caused by symmetric groups (i.e. card shuffling), random walks by the actions of classical Weyl groups. These are regarded as some random reflections in Euclidean spaces or as random walks between the Weyl chambers, while they can be interpreted as some more concrete models. We give necessary and sufficient conditions (AE) for random walks generated by /y. on G to be asymptotically equidistributed, where G is either Weyl group <W(Ai\ W(B fi (=<W(C fi) or WWfi. See Humphreys [7] Chapter ffl for structures of Weyl groups and their actions. 1 and <r^&i, which are regarded as a sign change and a permutation respectively. Then we put X 0 (t) = l, X^^s X 8 (0= (-l) acl>+I " +ac° and Z*(t)=UtyX.i(t) for t=aa. Now we put A^{a 3<je©i such that acresupp^} and S^={<r^@ z ; 3a^(Z/2Z} 1 
Proposition 1. There exist a finite group G and a subset S of G satisfying
i) <S> = G, ii) S
